COLOR CODED PERSONALITY LEARNING

THE COLORS OF LIFE

THE COLORS OF LIFE
Through Personality Lingo ® testing, take your team on a
journey of learning like never before!
Using a four color curriculum, engaging lecture and team
exercises attendees discover more about the wiring of
the people in which they live and work.
This training program/platform is always tailor made to
bring out the best results for a team in the areas of
communication, meetings, and productivity. In the past
we have covered the topics of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy boosters
Energy drainers
Dark Sides
Style traits
Style needs
Stressors
Roles on team
Personal Strengths

Program note:
In addition to Personality Lingo® we offer a different test
as well for special occasions. While not part of the
DISC® program, this test achieves results similar to that
examination.

A sought after communicator,
Jeremy Dunlap (Jer) brings
nearly two decades of
speaking experience to the
stage. His humor,
storytelling, and driven points
have made him a popular
business world speaker with a
client list that includes the
likes of Gulfstream, Texas
Instruments, Mastercard, BP/
Castrol, SABIC, Under Armour,
NASA, Dell, AT&T, Honeywell,
Century Link, and Panasonic.
In addition he has proudly served as a speaker/trainer for
four branches of the United States military including both
regular and irregular warfare.
He is the co-founder and managing partner of WHOLE
Training Solutions Institute. With a focus on audience
engagement and learning, WTSI creates creative strategies
to best engage a client, no matter the audience size. As a
student event speaker, Jer has addressed thousands of
students all across the country.
Among other writing credits, Jer is the author of the book
“DANNY: The Virtues Within: What America Can Learn from
Navy SEAL Danny Dietz."
Jeremy Dunlap resides with his wife and two daughters in
their beautiful home state of West Virginia.

